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Now, I don't mean to imply that Americans are responsible for the decline of the lock-picking
craft. But, the fact remains that American brand locks were easily hacked (pretty easy to get

into). But these locks were far from the worst I've come across. For example, the brand locks I've
picked are at or slightly above my current level of proficiency. I really do think it's a matter of

resources. I've seen a number of old videos of guys picking out of lockers that have been around
for 50 years. It seems incredible to me that these lockers would simply be dismantled and the
pickers just keep picking into the new lockers. 13.) A good lockpick is the difference between a
successful pick and an unsuccessful one. A good pick in my opinion is something with a narrow

tip and a side to side cutaway. Also, the handles should be smooth and have no sharp edges, and
(in my opinion) shouldn't be too brittle either. My primary lock picks are a.25 mm and.50 mm.

There are also higher end picks out there such as G-10 picks and hexes. Most folks use a flat pick
as well. Sometimes two flat picks are necessary to get into a lock14.) A good picking technique is

to start at the tail end of the lock, and work towards the knob. Also remember to "wrap" your
picks with your hand. This tends to make the lever or knob easier to manipulate as well as

creating a better seal and reduce the chances of a lock being jammed. 15.) Remember the rule of
three? DO NOT PICK THE TARGET UNLESS YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY SURE OF WHAT YOU ARE

DOING. Okay, you've got it? Good. Well, what happens when you forget the rule of three? What
do you do? Get stuck! Do you scramble for the nearest book, or do you phone a locksmith? Do

you know which type of lock you're dealing with? And what if you get stuck in the lock? What can
you do?16.) I'm a lock picker. A lock picker. This word, can be used (more-so these days) as an

insult to someone who can't pick a lock. Typically this is used to refer to someone with no training
or experience. It's a hoot. If you're a lock picker, then you know how to pick a lock. It's more of a
compliment than an insult. If you are a lock picker, congratulations and best of luck in your future
endeavors! If you don't know what to do after picking a lock, get out your phone and call the local

Locksmith. This is the sum of your first basic skills for picking locks. Don't worry about getting
stuck, or even if you get stuck you'll come out ahead in the long run (you'll have

experience).Now, back to the advice.
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you can purchase picks online from many different sources, but they do not always make great picks. most of the
local lock stores have started carrying picks in the us. the local lock shop here in arkansas also sells picks. a good

pick is essential, any less than perfect pick and you will have little to no chance of getting your lock open. good picks
are the easiest to manufacture, any decent hardware store will have them.  that is because of the oil in the lock. you
need to remove the oil in the lock before you can use a pick on it. that is not to say that you will not be able to pick a
lock, just that you will be severely limiting your chances of getting it open with a pick.  a friend of mine had a small

truck and he would always use a pick on his truck lock to get it to work. he would keep the pick in his pocket when he
would get into the truck. he would use a small piece of wire to pick the lock, but always put a good piece of plastic in

the lock before trying to pick it. once the lock was open he would use a small piece of wire to open his door.  the
harder you pull a lock the more tension is put into the pins and the more leverage you have on the levers. if you take

too much pressure on the levers then the pins will be more likely to bend. the number of pins on the lock and the
material the lock is made out of will affect the chance of them bending.  your early picks will be cheap to make. you

will likely go with a sheetmetal block, or flat sheet metal. the block would be a flat piece of steel roughly 5x5x1/8
inches. you'd punch a hole for the torch, then you would machine a cutout shape around your key. this is a very very
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crude process, and you'll need to work with a wide variety of materials to get the right size, but it should be possible.
cheap metal for this would be hard to get, but you could get aluminum. you'd need something like a hand drill to

bore a hole into the metal, but a drill press would be better. 5ec8ef588b
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